
Question from Charles 
 
Mrs Lim baked some tarts.  She packed all the tarts in either small or big boxes.  She packed 7 tarts in each small box and 10 tarts in 
each big box.  At first, there were 4 times as many small boxes as the big boxes.  After selling half of the number of small boxes of tarts 
and some big boxes of tarts, Mrs Lim gave her friends another 8 small boxes of tarts.  The number of tarts in the unsold small boxes 
was thrice the number of tarts in the unsold big boxes.  There were 280 tarts left in the big and small boxes.  How many tarts did Mrs 
Lim bake at first? 
 

Suggested Solution: 
 
In the end, the ratio of unsold tarts in the small boxes to the big boxes is 3 : 1, and a total of 280 unsold tarts left. 
280   4 = 70 tarts in the unsold big boxes  7 big boxes left 
70   3 = 210 tarts in the unsold small boxes  30 small boxes left 
 

Approach 1:          Approach 2: 

Counting tarts in the small and big boxes    Counting the small and big boxes 
In the end, ratio of tarts in the small boxes to big boxes is 3 : 1.   In the end, ratio of small boxes to big boxes is 30 : 7.  
 

At first, for every 4 small boxes, there is 1 big box. 
 
  Small   : Big         Small  : Big 
At first 14u   : 5u       At first 4u  : 1u 
 
Change –7u – 56  : –?       Change –2u – 8 : –?   
 
In the end 3 (210 tarts)  : 1 (70 tarts)      In the end 30 boxes : 7 boxes 
 
14u – 7u – 56  210 tarts        4u – 2u – 8  30 boxes 
7u  266 tarts          2u  38 boxes 
1u  38 tarts          1u  19 big boxes at first 
14u + 5u = 19 units of tarts at first       4u  76 small boxes at first 

19u  722 tarts at first        Total number of tarts at first  76 7 + 19 10 = 722 

...is the same as saying 
for every 4 7=28 tarts 
from the 4 small 
boxes, there are 
1 10=10 tarts from 
the big boxes. 
 
So, counting tarts at 
first, ratio of tarts from 
small box to big box is 
28 : 10. 
 
 

Lowest term... 
so 14 : 5 

8 small 
boxes have 

56 tarts 


